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There are two basic treatment options for patients with missing teeth: space closure or space opening for prosthetic replacement.¹-⁴ Space closure seems advisable in many cases because of a better functional and esthetic long-term prognosis.³,⁴ Today, appliances attached to temporary anchorage devices (TADs) in the anterior palate, such as the Mesialslider,⁵ the T-Bow,⁶ or the T-Mesialslider,⁷ can enable mesialization for space closure in the upper arch without the need for special patient compliance, as well as retrusion of the lower dentition in conjunction with Class III elastics.

A dental implant should not be placed in a patient younger than 18, because it will likely be overtaken by alveolar growth and end up in infra-position.⁸ Since orthodontic space opening is usually finished by age 15, the question becomes how to bridge the gap from the end of orthodontic treatment to the insertion of the dental implant. Bonded bridges and removable dentures have been associated with atrophy of the local bone, which may necessitate future hard- and soft-tissue grafting.⁸,⁹ Moreover, Maryland bridges are known for loosening, while removable dentures are uncomfortable and unpopular with adolescents.

As an alternative to bonded bridges and dentures, mini-implants can be inserted to support temporary pontics (“children’s implants”).⁶,¹⁰,¹¹

Fig. 1 Inner thread allows abutment to be attached to head of Benefit mini-implant; double-hex head prevents rotation of abutment and crown.

This approach allows esthetic and stable temporary substitution while preserving the local bone.

Clinical Procedure

We recommend the use of a mini-implant such as the Benefit,* which has an inner thread that permits an abutment to be attached for connection to the crownª (Fig. 1). Larger mini-implants (2mm × 11mm, 2mm × 13mm, or 2mm × 15mm) ensure optimum stability of temporary pontics. Although these mini-implants have self-drilling threads, predrilling to a depth of 2-3mm will help avoid lateral slippage of the mini-implant if the alveolar process is markedly peaked—as
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Fig. 2 13-year-old female patient with 2mm × 13mm Benefit mini-implant inserted in space of upper permanent central incisor lost due to trauma.

Fig. 3 A. Impression cap placed over mini-implant. B. Laboratory analog. C. Laboratory analog on plaster cast.
often occurs if the ridge has been edentulous for a long period. There is no need for flap preparation, since the mini-implant is inserted transgingivally.

The exact insertion site and angulation must be carefully planned so that the mini-implant is surrounded by bone on all sides (Fig. 2). The amount of available bone can be estimated by manual palpation and by soft-tissue measurement using a dental probe with a rubber stop after local anesthesia. To allow sufficient space for the abutment and pontic, the mini-implant should be inserted as deep as possible. A radiograph should then be taken to confirm the correct positioning of the TAD.

The pontic can be fabricated in the mouth, but is easier to make on a plaster cast. The transfer process requires an impression cap, a silicone impression, and a laboratory analog (Fig. 3).

An abutment serves as the scaffold for the pontic (Fig. 4). New tooth-colored resin abutments are more esthetic than the original stainless steel abutments, as seen in the cases presented here.

First, the abutment is ground to the desired size (Fig. 5). A prosthetic tooth is then contoured (Fig. 6A) and fixed in the desired position with wax (Fig. 6B). A silicon transfer cap is pressed over the occlusal and labial surfaces of the pontic (Fig. 6C), and the wax is removed (Fig. 6D) so that the pontic can be reattached to the transfer cap in its original position (Fig. 6E). The abutment is then affixed to the mini-implant head, with a wax plug acting as a placeholder to maintain access to the fixation screw (Fig. 6F). A composite is used to fill concavities and model the crown (Fig. 6G).
implants (2mm × 13mm) were inserted to support temporary pontics (Fig. 7B). Impressions were taken, and the pontics were fabricated on a plaster cast. The crowns were not fixed to the abutments during the laboratory process, but were subsequently bonded over the mini-implants (Fig. 7C).

Case 2

A 14-year-old female with missing upper lateral incisors presented in our clinic after previous orthodontic space opening (Fig. 8A). Two Benefit mini-implants (2mm × 11mm) were inserted to support temporary pontics (Fig. 8B). Impressions were taken, and the pontics were fabricated on a plaster cast. The crowns were not fixed to the abutments during the laboratory process, but were subsequently bonded over the mini-implants (Fig. 7C).
Case 3

This 13-year-old female presented with missing upper lateral incisors, upper second premolars, and upper second molars. After 11 months of limited orthodontic treatment in the upper arch, two Benefit mini-implants (2mm × 11mm) were inserted to support temporary pontics in the canine areas. The abutments were connected to the pontics in the laboratory, and the pontics were screwed directly to the mini-implants (Fig. 9A) and ground to prevent occlusal contacts.

Five years later, after the completion of growth, the patient was referred for upper restorations (Fig. 9B). Although the pontics had to be
Fig. 8 Case 2. A. 14-year-old female patient with missing upper lateral incisors after orthodontic space opening. B. Temporary pontics bonded over mini-implants (2mm × 11mm), with opaquer used on left crown. C. Four years later, crowns replaced using same mini-implants. D. Radiographs of upper incisor region taken immediately after (T1), two years after (T2), five years after (T3), and six years after (T4) insertion of mini-implants.
repaired within this five-year period, radiographs showed healthy implant beds with no signs of bone atrophy or local growth inhibition (Fig. 9C).

**Discussion**

A TAD-supported pontic is an effective alternative to a Maryland bridge or a removable denture for temporary replacement of a missing tooth in an adolescent patient. Only one of the 21 mini-implants we have placed for this purpose has failed—a success rate of 95.2%. Since the failed mini-implant was inserted in the molar area, we do not advise placing mini-implants to support posterior pontics at present. The use of sufficiently large mini-implants (2mm in diameter, 11-15mm in length) and avoidance of occlusal interferences seem to be the most important factors in terms of stability.

Both the original stainless steel abutments (Fig. 4B, Cases 2 and 3) and the newer resin abutments (Fig. 4A, Case 1) must be ground and adapted to provide enough space for the temporary crowns. Since the metal abutment has a tendency to shine through the crown, an opaquer should be used on the pontic (Fig. 8B). The resin abutments are more esthetic.

The temporary crown can be attached by
screwing it directly to the mini-implant (Case 3) or by bonding it over the abutment (Cases 1 and 2). The former allows removal of the crown for future color changes or repairs, but the latter seems to provide greater stability and thus a lower risk of crown fracture.

Although mini-implants experience some osseointegration, their polished, smooth surfaces allow them to be removed without anesthesia, even after many years in place. The risk of fracture during insertion and removal is quite low when large-diameter screws are used. Alveolar growth inhibition has been reported by other authors, but we have rarely observed this phenomenon, probably because of the smaller dimensions of mini-implants compared to dental implants. Therefore, it is critical to use a mini-implant that is large enough for stability but small enough to avoid interference with alveolar growth. Further clinical studies involving three-dimensional evaluation of bone volume should be performed before and after use of mini-implant-supported pontics.
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